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Abstract

This paper presents logical foundations for the most important object-oriented
language features, including abstract types, dynamic binding, subtyping, and
inheritance. These foundations are introduced along with an object-oriented
kernel language. We show how object environments of such languages can
be formalized in an algebraic way. Based on this foundation, we develop a
Hoare-style logic for formal veri cation of object-oriented programs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Typed object-oriented programming languages like C++, Java, Ei el, Oberon,
Modula-3, BETA, and Ada95 form an important practical class of languages.
This paper presents the logical foundations needed to formally verify objectoriented programs from that class. This introduction sketches the motivation
for this work, the approach taken, and related work.

Motivation The language class mentioned above is increasingly important,

in particular, because OO-techniques support reuse and adaptation via inheritance. Reuse and adaptation of software components have been shown to be
very useful for application frameworks and component-based architectures.
There are three reasons why formal veri cation techniques are especially interesting for OO-programs: 1. Veri cation techniques are needed for software
certi cation in the quickly developing software component industry, which is
based on OO-technology. 2. The potential for reuse in OO-programming carries over to reusing proofs. 3. Formal veri cation is important because of the
complexity of the underlying languages. Without tool support, large program
proofs are tedious to handle and can hardly be kept error-free. Formality is a
prerequisite for the construction of computer-based tools.
c IFIP 1996. Published by Chapman & Hall
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Approach Three aspects make veri cation of OO-programs more complex

than veri cation of programs with just recursive procedures and arbitrary
pointer data structures: Subtyping, abstract types, and dynamic binding. Subtyping allows variables to hold objects of di erent types. Abstract types have
di erent or incomplete implementations. Thus, techniques are needed to formulate type properties without referring to implementations. Dynamic binding destroys the static connection between the calls and body of a procedure.
Our solutions to these problems build on well-known techniques. Object
environments are speci ed as an abstract data type with operations to create objects and to read and write instance variables/attributes. Based on
object environments, abstraction of object structures can be expressed. Using such abstractions, the behavior of abstract types can be formulated. Our
programming logic re nes a Hoare-logic for procedural languages. To express
the relation between environments in pre- and poststates the current object
environment can be referenced through a special variable.
Object-oriented languages use dynamically bound method invocations
where procedural languages use statically bound calls. Consider e.g. the invocation x.m() where variable x is of type T with subtypes T1 and T2 and where
m belongs to the interface of T (and consequently to the interfaces of T1 and
T2). If x holds an object of type T1 at method invocation time, the implementation associated with T1:m is executed; if it holds a T2-object, T2:m is
executed. The basic idea for the veri cation of method invocations is to consider them as statically bound calls to virtual methods; e.g., the above method
invocation is considered as a call to the virtual method T:m, the properties
of which are used to verify the call. The distinction between the virtual behavior of a method and the behavior of the associated implementation allows
the transfer of veri cation techniques for procedures to OO-programs.

Related Work In [Lei97], a wlp-calculus for an OO-language is presented
that is semantically similar to the language considered here. But the underlying methodology is di erent. Method speci cations are part of the programs.
The calculus is used to check that programs satisfy their speci cations. Changing the speci cations modi es the program and makes a new check of the
entire program necessary. In our approach, programs and speci cations are
separated. The programming logic is used to verify theorems about programs.
In section 5, we show that the approach in [Lei97] can be considered as restricting our approach to a certain program development strategy. Thereby,
it becomes simpler and more appropriate for automatic checking, but gives
up exibility that seems important to us for general program veri cation.
A di erent logic for OO-programs that is related to type-systems is presented and proved sound in [AL97]. It is developed for an OO-language in
the style of the lambda calculus whereas our language aims to be close to
practical OO-languages. In particular, our language supports inheritance.
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The programming logic presented in the following is essentially an extension of the partial correctness logic described in [Apt81]. The extension to
object-orientation pro ted from other papers about veri cation of imperative
languages with complex data structures, especially [Suz80].
In practice, formal veri cation requires elaborate formal speci cation techniques. Our goal is to verify implementations w.r.t. program speci cations
according to the two-tiered speci cation approach developed in the Larch
project (cf. [GH93]). In [MPH97], we outline the connection between Larchstyle program speci cations and our logical foundations. To automate proof
steps, weakest precondition transformations are very important (cf. [Gri81]).
We apply such techniques for the classical rules. An extension to the new rules
is considered future work.

Overview Section 2 introduces the simple kernel object-oriented language
SKOOL. Section 3 contains a formalization of object environments. The axiomatic semantics of SKOOL is presented in section 4. Section 5 demonstrates
how the logic can be used to verify OO-programs. In section 6, SKOOL is extended by inheritance and the logic is adapted to this new feature.

2 AN OBJECT-ORIENTED KERNEL LANGUAGE
The common features of typed OO-programming languages are (a) type/class
declarations that combine records and type-local procedures, so-called methods, (b) subtyping, and (c) code inheritance. In this paper, we develop a logic
for a kernel of object-oriented languages called KOOL supporting these features. KOOL is presented in two steps. This section presents the sublanguage
SKOOL featuring type declarations and subtyping. Section 6 adds inheritance.

Types and Methods A type describes a collection of objects together with

their operations. In the context of OO-programming, it is helpful to distinguish between concrete and abstract types: A concrete type is associated with
a complete implementation; an abstract type expresses common behavior of
its subtypes. In SKOOL, an abstract type declaration has the form:
abstract type TA subtype of <AbsTypeList> is <MethSigList> end

A method signature consists of the method name, a parameter list, and a
result type. If the result of a method is irrelevant, the result type may be
omitted. The signature list is called the interface of type TA, denoted by
IF(TA). The declaration of a concrete type has the form:
type TC subtype of <AbsTypeList> is <MethList> <AttrList> end

A method is a type-local procedure with an implicit parameter having the
enclosing type; the implicit parameter is denoted by this. A method de nition
consists of a method signature, a list of local variable declarations, and a body:
m( p1 :Tp1 ,.., pq :Tpq

):

Tm

is

v1 :Tv1 ;..;vr :Tvr ;

<Body>

end
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The list of local variables implicitly contains a variable result of type Tm .
The value of result is returned as result of m.The body of a method is either
prede ned or a (usually compound) statement.
Attribute declarations have the form attr a:TR where a is the attribute
name and TR is a type name, the range type of a. A declaration attr a:TR is
considered as an abbreviation for the following two method declarations:
get_a(): TR

is

predefined

set_a( p:TR ) is

predefined

In addition to this, a concrete type may contain the prede ned method equ
comparing objects of that type with other objects, and new creating objects
of that type. Method new is a typical case of a static or class method, i.e., a
method that does not need an implicit parameter. We avoid a special treatment of such methods here to keep the number of logical rules in later sections
small. Such methods can be called using the null-object that is prede ned for
each concrete type (see below).
The interface of a concrete type consists of the signatures of the declared
methods and of the attribute access methods. All method names in interfaces
must be distinct.
A SKOOL program is a nite set of type declarations containing an abstract
type OBJECT with equality equ(p:OBJECT):BOOL and the concrete types
INT and BOOL with appropriate operations. The subtype-clause de nes a
binary relation on the types of a program. The re exive and transitive closure
of this relation is called the subtype relation (denoted by ). In SKOOL,
three conditions have to be satis ed: 1. The subtype relation has to be a
partial ordering. 2. Concrete types have to be minimal in the subtype relation.
3. Every type has to be a subtype of OBJECT (for INT and BOOL this
property is only claimed to avoid separate treatment of these types).
A method signature with (explicit) parameter types S1 ; : : : ; Sz and result
type SR is called a subsignature of a signature with (explicit) parameter types
T1 ; : : : ; Tz and result type TR, if they have the same method name and
Tj  Sj and SR  TR. An interface IF(S) is called subinterface of interface
IF(T) if for each signature in IF(T) there is a subsignature in IF(S). In SKOOL
programs, IF(S) has to be a subinterface of IF(T) if S  T.

Expressions and Statements SKOOL supports only atomic expressions.
An expression is either an INT or BOOL constant, a variable or parameter of
the enclosing method, or a null-object: For each user-declared concrete type
TC there is exactly one null-object denoted by null(TC). Null-objects have
no attributes; they are needed for initialization of attributes and to handle
recursive types. Typed null-objects can also be used to simulate static methods
by using the null-object of the corresponding type as implicit argument in the
invocation. For brevity, compound expressions are not considered here. They
can be broken up into atomic expressions by introducing auxiliary variables
for subexpressions. SKOOL provides if- and while-statements and sequential
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statement composition with the usual syntax. Assignments with casting and
method invocations are written as follows:
v := (T) EXP

v

:=

EXP0

.

T:m(EXP1 , : : :,EXPq )

The type T in an assignment must be a subtype of both the left-hand side's
and the expression's type. If T equals the expression type, it can be omitted.
Casts are provided by KOOL because they occur in most OO-languages. An
invocation statement is type-correct, if the type of EXP0 equals type T and
the interface of T contains a method m such that the types of the EXPi are
subtypes of the parameter types, and the result type of T:m is a subtype
of the type of the left-hand side. We use the redundant type pre x \T:" for
methods to simplify the veri cation. If it is clear from the context, it may
be omitted. To come closer to notational conventions, we write v:= EXP.a
instead of v:= EXP.T:get_a(), and v.a:= EXP instead of v.T:set_a(EXP).

3 FORMALIZING OBJECT ENVIRONMENTS
An object environment describes the states of all objects in a program at a
certain point of execution. In particular, it describes how objects are linked
via references and which objects are alive. A formalization of object environments is important as the semantic foundation of program speci cations
and is central for the veri cation of OO-programs. This section summarizes
the formal background used and formalizes objects, object states, and object
environments.

Formal Background The general techniques underlying our work can be

formulated in di erent formal frameworks. In this paper, we use many-sorted
rst-order speci cations (cf. e.g. [Wir90]) and recursive data type speci cations (see below). A (many-sorted) signature  is a tuple hS; F i where S is
a set of sort symbols and F is a set of function symbols. We assume that all
many-sorted signatures contain a sort Bool with constants TRUE and FALSE
as well as an appropriate integer data type with sort Int.
The set of -formulas contains (1) every term of sort Bool, (2) :G; (G ^
H ); (G _ H ); (G ) H ), and (G , H ), and (3) (8X : G) and (9X : G), where
G and H are -formulas, and X is a logical variable. Substitution of all free
occurrences of a variable or constant X by a term t in formula P is denoted
by P[t=X ], where the sort of t has to be equal to the sort of X .
For the speci cation of recursive data types, we use the following notation:
data type
m
DSrt = constr 1 (USrt 11 ; : : : ; USrt 1 1 ) j : : : j constr n (USrt 1n ; : : : ; USrt m
n n)
end data type
Such a de nition introduces the sort DSrt with constructor functions constr j .
We assume rules to reason about recursive data types; these rules allow in
particular to prove the in-/equality of two terms and support term induction.
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Notation We use the following notational conventions: -formulas are
denoted by bold capital letters P, Q, etc. Functions, constants, and program
variables are written in lower case. Logical variables are written in upper case.

Objects The set of objects in a given program depends on the declared
types, attributes, and their relation. The simplest approach is to assume that
a program is xed and to de ne the objects for this program. The disadvantage of this approach becomes apparent when new types are added. By such
program extensions, the set of objects is enlarged. Thus, formulas quantifying
over all objects that are valid in the original program may become invalid
in the extended program. To avoid this, we consider a program to be part
of all its extensions. I.e., we assume in nite sorts TypId and ATypId of type
identi ers for concrete and abstract types resp., and an in nite sort AttId of
attribute identi ers where attributes with the same name, but di erent object types, are considered to be di erent. A program determines the relation
between its types and attributes, but leaves the relation between types and
attributes not occurring in the program un(der)speci ed. Extending a program then means re ning the type-attribute relation. To distinguish di erent
objects of the same type, we assume an in nite sort ObjId of object identi ers:
data type
data type
Type = BOOL
j INT
j ct ( TypId )
j at ( ATypId )

Object = bool ( Bool )
j int ( Int )
j null ( TypId )
j mkobj ( TypId, ObjId )

end data type
end data type
As can be seen from the de nition of data type Object, an object of a declared
type T is either the null-object of T or a typed object identi er. Notice that
all objects are of concrete types. Furthermore, we assume an appropriate
axiomatization of the subtype relation  on sort Type.

Object States

Object states are modeled via object locations: For each
attribute of its type, an object has a location. Locations can be considered as
anonymous variables, i.e., variables that can only be referenced through the
object they belong to. Locations are often called instance variables.
data type
Location = mkloc ( AttId ; ObjId )

end data type
The relations between objects, types, and attributes, and their basic properties
are expressed by the following functions: typ yields the type of an object;
isnull asserts that an object is a null-object; otyp and rtyp yield the object
and range type of an attribute; ltyp yields the type of a location; obj yields the
object a location belongs to; given an object and an attribute, loc yields the
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corresponding location; static asserts that an object is not subject to object
creation.
typ : Object ! Type
isnull : Object ! Bool
typ (bool (B ))
= BOOL
:isnull (bool (B ))
typ (int (I ))
= INT
:isnull (int (I ))
typ (null (T ))
= ct (T )
:isnull (mkobj (T; OI ))
typ (mkobj (T; OI )) = ct (T )
isnull (null (T ))
ltyp : Location ! Type
otyp : AttId ! TypId
ltyp (mkloc (A; OI )) = rtyp (A)
rtyp : AttId ! Type
init : Type ! Object
obj : Location ! Object
init (BOOL) = false
obj (mkloc (A; OI )) = mkobj (otyp (A); OI )
init (INT ) = int (0)
init (ct (T )) = null (T )
loc : Object  AttId ! Location
typ (init (at (T )))  at (T )
loc (mkobj (otyp (A); OI ); A) = mkloc (A; OI )
static (init(at (T )))
static : Object ! Bool
static (X ) , typ (X ) = BOOL _ typ (X ) = INT _ isnull (X )
All functions except otyp and rtyp, are program-independent. The object and
range types of attributes do not change if a program is extended. We assume
that otyp and rtyp are speci ed by enumeration for all attributes of a given
program.

Object Environments Object environments are modeled by an abstract
data type with main sort ObjEnv and the following operations: E hL := X i
denotes updating the object environment E at location L with object X .
E (L) denotes reading location L in environment E ; E (L) is called the object
held by L in E. new (E; T ) returns a new object of type T in environment E .
E hT i denotes the environment after allocating a new object of type T in E .
alive (X; E ) yields true if and only if object X has been allocated in E :
h := i : Obj Env  Location  Object ! Obj Env
hi
: Obj Env  TypId ! Obj Env
()
: Obj Env  Location ! Object
alive
: Object  Obj Env ! Bool
new
: Obj Env  TypId ! Object
In the following, we present and explain the axiomatization of these functions.
Location update and object allocation construct new environments from given
ones; location read and liveness test allow the observation of environments.
We rst consider the properties of environments observable by location reads,
then the liveness properties, and nally the properties of the new-operation.
Axiom env1 states that updating one location does not a ect the objects
held by other locations. Axiom env2 states that reading a location updated
by an object X yields X , if the object of the location and X are both alive.
We restrict this property to living objects in order to guarantee that loca-
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tions never hold non-living objects and that locations of non-living objects
are initialized as described by axiom env3. Axiom env4 states that updates
by non-living objects do not modify the environment. The assumptions and
requirements about the liveness of objects in axioms env2, env3, env4 simplify
the de nition of equivalence properties on environments. Axiom env5 states
that allocation does not a ect the objects held by locations:
env1 : L1 6= L2 ) E hL1 := X i(L2 ) = E (L2 )
env2 : alive (obj (L); E ) ^ alive (X; E ) ) E hL := X i(L) = X
env3 : :alive (obj (L); E ) ) E (L) = init (ltyp (L))
env4 : :alive (X; E ) ) E hL := X i = E
env5 : E hT i(L) = E (L)
Axiom env6 states that location updates do not in uence liveness of objects.
Axiom env7 speci es that an object is alive after allocation if and only if it
was alive before allocation or it is the newly allocated object. Axiom env8
ensures that objects held by locations are alive. Together with env2, env3,
and env4, this simpli es proofs. Finally, static objects, i.e., objects that are
not subject to creation, are considered to be alive:
env6 : alive (X; E hL := Y i) , alive (X; E )
env7 : alive (X; E hT i) , alive (X; E ) _ X = new (E; T )
env8 : alive (E (L); E )
env9 : static (X ) ) alive (X; E )
The following two axioms specify properties of the new-operation. A newly
created object is not alive in the environment in which it was created (env10)
and it has the correct type (env11).
env10 : :alive (new (E; T ); E )
env11 : typ (new (E; T )) = ct (T )
A model for these axioms can be found in [PH97].

4 A LOGIC FOR OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMS
This section presents a programming logic for SKOOL. In particular, we show
how method invocation and subtyping can be handled.
Program Speci c Signatures To specify program properties, we have to
refer to variables, attributes, and types in formulas. This is enabled by introducing constant symbols for these entities. More precisely, let  be a SKOOL
program and let  denote a signature that includes the signature of the object environment as introduced above, a constant symbol T of sort TypId or
ATypId for each concrete or abstract type T declared in , and a constant
symbol T:att of sort AttId for each attribute att declared in type T. To refer
to the current object environment in formulas, the constant symbol $ of sort
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Obj Env is used, and ; denotes  [ f$g. The current object environment $
can be considered as a global variable.
Furthermore, we treat program variables and parameters syntactically as
constant symbols of sort Object to simplify quanti cation and substitution
rules. The following signatures are used to de ne context conditions for preand postconditions (see below). Let m be a method: 1. The extension of ;
by constant symbols for the parameters of m (in particular, this) is denoted
by ;pre(m) . 2. The extension of ; by constant symbols for each parameter
and local variable of m is denoted by ;body(m). 3. The extension of ; by the
constant symbol result is denoted by ;post .

Triples and Sequents A program component is a method signature occurrence or a statement occurrence within a given program. I.e., we assume
that the program context in which each program component occurs is given
implicitly. In particular, we can refer to the method enclosing a statement. A
Hoare triple or simply triple has the form f P g COMP f Q g where COMP
is a program component and P and Q are rst-order formulas, called preand postconditions, respectively. If the component in a triple A is a method,
we call A a method annotation; otherwise A is called a statement annotation.
Pre- and postconditions of statement annotations are formulas over ;body(m)
where m is the enclosing method; pre- and postconditions in annotations of
method m are ;pre(m) -formulas and ;post -formulas, respectively.
A triple f P g COMP f Q g speci es the following re ned partial correctness property: If P holds in a state before executing COMP, then execution
of COMP either
1. terminates and Q holds in the state after execution or
2. aborts because of errors or actions that are beyond the semantics of the
programming language (e.g., memory allocation problems, stack over ow,
external interrupts from the execution environment), or
3. runs forever.
In particular, execution of COMP does not abort because of dereferencing of
null-objects or illegal casts. Thus, this re ned partial correctness logic can be
used to prove that a program does not produce such runtime errors.
A sequent has the form A ` A where A is a set of method annotations and
A is a triple. Triples in A are called assumptions of the sequent and A is
called the consequent of the sequent. A sequent expresses the fact that we
can prove a triple based on some assumptions about methods. Sequents are
necessary to handle recursive procedures and subtyping (see below).
Axiomatic Semantics The axiomatic semantics of SKOOL consists of ax-

ioms for the prede ned methods, a cast axiom that adapts the classical as-

 This

treatment imitates the distinction between global (i.e. logical) variables and local
variables in temporal logic (cf. [GU91], p. 233 .)
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signment axiom, and rules explaining statement and method behavior. We
concentrate here on the most interesting axioms and rules.
Prede ned Methods In SKOOL, there are prede ned methods for equality
test, object creation, and attribute access. The speci cations of these methods
illustrate the use of the object environment in triples. In the axioms for the
attribute access methods, we use this.T:a as abbreviation for loc (this; T:a)
and prec (this; T) as abbreviation for :isnull (this) ^ typ (this) = T :
` f P[bool (this = p)=result] g
T:equ(p:OBJECT):BOOL f P g
` f P[new ($; T)=result ; $hTi=$] g
T:new():T
fPg
` f prec (this; T) ^ P[$(this:T:a)=result] g T:get a():TR
fPg
` f prec (this; T) ^ P[$hthis:T:a := pi=$] g T:set a(p:TR)
fPg
Statements Assignments in SKOOL may be combined with casts to narrow
the static type of the right-hand side. The semantics of a cast is only de ned
if the (dynamic) type of the object denoted by the right-hand side expression
is a subtype of the given type T:
cast-axiom:
` f typ (EXP)  T ^ P[EXP=v] g v := (T) EXP f P g
The rules for the loop, conditional, and sequential statement are standard and
not presented here. Because of the syntactical conditions discussed above, the
rule for the invocation statement becomes very intuitive. Formal parameters
are substituted by the actual parameter expressions and the result variable is
substituted by the left-hand side variable:
invocation-rule:
A ` f P g T:m(p1 : T1 ; : : : ; pq : Tq ):TR f Q g
A ` f P[E0 =this; E1 =p1 ; : : : ; Eq =pq ] g v := E0 . T:m(E1 ; : : : ; Eq ) f Q[v=result] g
The fact that program variables di erent from v are not modi ed by an invocation is expressed by the following rule. Local variables and parameters w of
the enclosing method di erent from v may be substituted for logical variables:
var-rule:
A ` f P g v := E0 . T:m(E1 ; : : : ; Eq ) f Q g
A ` f P[w=Z ] g v := E0 . T:m(E1 ; : : : ; Eq ) f Q[w=Z ] g
Methods There are two rules explaining the derivation of method annotations in SKOOL. The rst rule deals with methods of concrete types, i.e.,
with methods having a body. The second rule deals with methods of abstract
types, i.e., with virtual methods.
Essentially, an annotation of an implemented method m holds if it holds
for its body. This basic rule is strengthened in two aspects: 1. In order to
handle recursion, the method annotation may be assumed for the proof of the
body. Informally, this is sound, because, in any terminating execution, the
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last incarnation does not contain a recursive invocation of the method. 2. The
requirement that local variables are initialized to static objects of the correct
type is established:
implementation-rule:
A ; fPg T:m(..) fQg ` fP ^ Vi ( vi = init (TVi ) )g BODY(T:m) fQg
A ` fPg T:m(..) fQg
where vi are the local variables of method T:m and TVi denotes the static
type of vi .
In OO-languages with subtyping and dynamic binding, annotations for virtual methods must be derived. The basic idea is simple: To prove something
for a virtual method T:m, we have to prove it for all the corresponding methods Ti:m in the subtypes. In order to get the type assumptions right, we
consider a pseudo-implementation of T:m and derive the subtype-rule using
the programming logic without a subtype-rule. The pseudo-code performs a
case distinction according to the type of the this-object. Depending on the
type, the this-object is cast to one of T's subtypes and the corresponding
method associated with the subtype is called. A simple example, in which T
has only two subtypes T1 and T2, is illustrative:
meth

T:m( p: TP ): TR is

v1: T1 ;
if

v2: T2 ;

typ(this)  T1

else if

typ(this)  T2

then
then

:= (T1) this ;

v2

:= (T2) this ;

result := v2.T2:m(p)
else

end

v1

result := v1.T1:m(p)

abort

end end

Applying the programming logic to prove f R g T:m(p:TP):TR f Q g leads
to the following proof obligations:
f   T1 ^ R g
T1:m(p:TP1):TR1 f Q g
f   T2 ^ R g
T2:m(p:TP2):TR2 f Q g
f  6 T1 ^  6 T2 ^ R g abort
fQg
where  abbreviates typ (this). The last triple can only be proved for arbitrary R if its precondition is falsi ed. If the program is complete, we
can use the knowledge that T1 and T2 are the only subtypes of T,
i.e.   T )   T1 _   T2. Substituting   T ^ P for R and applying
the implication, the precondition of the abort statement becomes false so
that this triple can be proved (see false-axiom in appendix). Because of
  Ti )   T, this development can be summarized by the following rule:
f   T1 ^ P g T1:m(p:TP1):TR1 f Q g
f   T2 ^ P g T2:m(p:TP2):TR2 f Q g
f   T ^ P g T:m(p:TP):TR
fQg
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This rule can be generalized to abstract types with an arbitrary, but known
number of subtypes. But what happens, if the program is not complete? Extending a program  means adding new subtypes to some of 's abstract
types AT. In general, this invalidates the proofs of AT's methods, since these
proofs were based on the assumption that all subtypes of AT were present.
To handle program extensions, we collect proof obligations that have to be
met by all future subtypes. To cover these obligations in the logic, we weaken
the above rule by adding an assumption to the conclusion. As an aside, the
use of assumptions allows us to avoid an arbitrary number of antecedents
in the subtype-rule. In summary, we get the following compact form for the
subtype-rule:
subtype-rule:
T0  T

A ` f   T0 ^ P g T0 :m f Q g
f   T ^  6 T0 ^ P g T:m f Q g ; A ` f   T ^ P g T:m f Q g

The elimination of the assumptions and the application of the rules for program veri cation is treated in section 5.

Programming Logic The programming logic for SKOOL is the union of

axioms and rules described above and of the language-independent rules given
in the appendix. The language-independent rules are essentially an adaptation
of the proof systems G and G0 presented in [Apt81].

5 VERIFICATION OF OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMS
In this section we discuss the veri cation of \open" programs, the subtyperule, and top-down development of types.

Open vs. Closed Programs In section 4, the notion of program execution

was used to explain the meaning of a triple. To be more precise, we have to
de ne what the executions of a SKOOL program are. We consider two cases:
1. A program may be declared to be closed (e.g., by adding some suitable
keyword to the program). A closed program is considered complete and can
be executed by calling some method of the program that takes only integer and
boolean arguments as explicit parameters (recall from section 4 that methods
can be invoked in a static fashion by using a null-object as implicit parameter).
This de nes all executions of a closed program. In a closed program, the
subtype relation is complete; this is axiomatized as follows: For all abstract
types T we add the following axiom to our programming logic:
S

 T , S  T1 _ : : : _ S  Tk

where T1 ; : : : ; Tk are the direct subtypes of T.
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2. A program that is not closed is called open. It can be extended by adding
new types. Open programs are very common in OO-programming. In particular, all libraries are open programs. The executions of an open program 
are all executions of all closed extensions of . Intuitively, open OO-programs
are more dicult to verify because extensions can in uence abstract types.

Bottom-up Veri cation According to the semantics of OO-languages, the

properties of a virtual method in type T depend on the properties of the
corresponding methods in T's subtypes. This kind of bottom-up veri cation,
re ected by the subtype-rule, is illustrated in this paragraph: Let us assume
a closed program declaring an abstract container type CO with an insert
method and two subtypes: LI, a list implementation, and AR, an array-based
implementation. LI and AR possess abstraction functions aL and aA that
map their objects in a given object environment to elements of an abstract
data type Multiset with an insertion operation ins. Assume we have proved

f   ct (LI) ^ aL(this; $) = M ^ o = O g LI:insert(o) f aL(result; $) = ins(M; O) g
i.e., if multiset M is the abstraction of this in the state before execution of
LI:insert and O denotes the actual parameter object, the abstraction of the
result is ins(M; O). In order to prove a similar triple for CO:insert, we have
to de ne an abstraction function for CO that works for objects of LI and AR
(we write LIc for ct(LI), ARc for ct(AR), and COa for at (CO)):
: Object  ObjEnv ! M ultiset
typ (X )  LIc ) aC (X; E ) = aL(X; E )
typ (X )  ARc ) aC (X; E ) = aA(X; E )

aC

Using this de nition and the fact that the result of LI:insert is correctly
typed (the latter assumption can be made w.l.g., because we can prove within
the logic that SKOOL is a type-safe language; cf. [PH97] for proving type
annotations), we can derive

` f   LIc ^ aC (this; $) = M ^ o = O g LI:insert(o) f aC (result; $) = ins(M; O)g

The subtype rule with LIc  COa yields:
f   COa ^  6 LIc ^ P g CO:insert(o) f Q g ` f   COa ^ P g CO:insert f Q g
where P abbreviates aC (this; $) = M ^ o = O and Q abbreviates
aC (this; $) = ins(M; O). If we start from a speci cation of AR:insert similar to that given above for LI:insert and add  6 LIc to the preconditions, we
can use the same steps to derive:
f   COa ^  6 ARc ^  6 LIc ^ P g CO:insert(o) f Q g
` f   COa ^  6 LIc ^ P g CO:insert(o) f Q g
The consequent of the derived sequent equals the assumption of the sequent
derived rst. Thus, we conclude:
f   COa ^  6 ARc ^  6 LIc ^ P g CO:insert(o) f Q g
` f   COa ^ P g CO:insert(o) f Q g
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As we assumed that the program is closed, the precondition of the assumption is false, so that the assumption can be eliminated (see false-axiom and
assumpt-elim-rule in appendix). Thus, we have derived a property of the virtual method CO:insert.

Top-down Veri cation Usually, OO-programs are developed by re ning

existing types in open programs, i.e. by adding new subtypes to the program.
Veri cation then means proving that a new subtype satis es the speci cation
of its supertypes. I.e., programs are developed together with their veri ed
properties in a top-down manner. This methodology can be realized in our
logic by the following strategy: 1. Provide a speci cation for each method of
the program. We assume that a method speci cation SPEC(T:m) is a triple
of the form f   T ^ PT:m g T:m f QT:m g. 2. If a new type S is added to the
program, prove that the methods of S satisfy the speci cations of supertype
methods, i.e. for all direct supertypes T of S and all methods T:m show
SPEC(S:m) ` f   S ^ PT:m g S:m f QT:m g. 3. If S is a concrete type prove in
addition that method implementations satisfy their speci cations. In these
proofs, the method speci cations of the original program can be used.
Lemma: All methods of a closed program  that was developed according
to the strategy sketched above satisfy their speci cations.
Proof: To prove the lemma, we show that all methods of  satisfy their
speci cation under certain assumptions that can be discarded for closed programs. Let DST(T; ) denote the direct subtypes of type T in program 
and VM() the virtual methods of . By A we denote the following set of
triples:
[
^
f  T ^
 6 T0 ^ PT:m g T:m f QT:m g
T:m2VM()

T 2DST(T;)
0

A formalizes the assumption that new subtypes satisfy the supertype spec-

i cation. We show that A ` SPEC(T:m) can be derived for all T:m in a
program  that is developed together with its speci cation according to the
above strategy, i.e. this sequent is a development invariant. The lemma is
proved by induction on the number of extension steps .
Induction Base: In the minimal program containing the types OBJECT,
BOOL, and INT, the speci cations of the prede ned methods are given by
axioms.
Induction Step: Let 0 be an extension of  by type S. We have to prove
A ` SPEC(U:m) for all U:m in 0 . We distinguish three cases: 1. U:m is a
method of . 2. U = S and S is a concrete type. 3. U = S and S is abstract. The
last case is trivial because DST(S; 0 ) is empty, so that SPEC(S:m) 2 A .
0

0

 To focus on the application of the subtype-rule, we assume here that programs are extended

type by type, i.e., we do not consider extensions by mutually recursive types.
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For the rst two cases we can assume A ` SPEC(U:m) (induction hypothesis
in case 1, part 3 of strategy in case 2). Thus, it suces to show A ` A .
To do that, we prove for each virtual method T:m 2 VM() that the corresponding assumption can be derived from A : If S 62 DST(T; 0 ), then
DST(T; 0 ) = DST(T; ) and the triple about T:m is the same in A and A .
The interesting case is S 2 DST(T; 0 ). Starting with the subtype requirement
guaranteed by the strategy (part 2), applying precondition strengthening, the
subtype
rule, and enlarging the assumption set, we derive (EXT(this) denotes
V
0
T 2DST(T;)  6 T ):
0

0

0

0

SPEC(S:m)
` f   S ^ PT:m g S:m f QT:m g
SPEC(S:m)
` f   S ^ EXT(this) ^ PT:m g S:m f QT:m g
SPEC(S:m) ; f   T ^  6 S ^ EXT(this) ^ PT:m g T:m f QT:m g
` f   T ^ EXT(this) ^ PT:m g T:m f QT:m g
SPEC(S:m) ; A ` f   T ^ EXT(this) ^ PT:m g T:m f QT:m g
0

If S:m is a virtual method, we are nished because SPEC(S:m) 2 A . If S:m
has an implementation, we can eliminate SPEC(S:m) from the assumptions
using the implementation-rule together with the fact that part 3 of the strategy guarantees the existence of a proof of A ` SPEC(S:m). For brevity, we
omit the technical details here.
end of proof
This lemma shows that our logic can be used as the foundation for program
development methods and that the assumptions occurring in the subtype rule
can be kept implicit.
0

6 TREATING INHERITANCE
This section de nes the kernel language KOOL by adding inheritance to
SKOOL and presents the logical rules for verifying KOOL programs.

Inheritance Inheritance means using implementation parts from a type T

to implement a type S. We impose the restriction that S has to be a subtype
of T. (In most OO-languages S has to be a direct subtype.) To keep the
de nition of KOOL simple, we support only single inheritance, i.e., a type
may only inherit from one type, as it is e.g. in Java.
A KOOL program is a nite set of type declarations of the following form
(brackets indicate that the surrounded syntactic construct is optional):
[abstract] type T subtype of
inherits from
is

<AbsTypeList>
<AbsType>
<MethDeclList> <AttrList> end
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The inherits-clause de nes a binary relation on types, denoted by <inh , i.e.,
S <inh T means that the implementation of S directly inherits from T. The
re exive and transitive closure of this relation is denoted by v. A method
declaration in KOOL is either a method signature or method de nition, i.e.,
abstract types may have implementations as well. These are de ned as in
SKOOL except that KOOL supports an additional invocation statement (see
below). The interface IF(S) of a type S consists of (1) the signatures of methods declared in S (including attribute access methods) and (2) all signatures
in the interface of T, S <inh T, that are not overridden in S where overridden
means that S contains a signature with the same method name. A method
name may appear only once in an interface.
We say that a method S:m in IF(S) is associated with implementations if it
is declared in S and has a (possibly prede ned) body or if it is not declared
in S and S <inh T and T:m is associated with an implementation. In the rst
case, we say that S:m is de ned in S. In concrete types, all methods must be
associated with an implementation.
It is important to understand the relation between method signatures, implementations, and invocations in OO-programs. The implementation associated with a method T:m is not necessarily the implementation being executed
on invocations of T:m. We illustrate this by a small example:
abstract type T subtype of OBJECT
is
m(): OBJECT
is result := false
mm( x: T ): OBJECT is result := x.T:m()
type S subtype of T
m(): S
end

inherits from T is
is result := null(S)

end
end

end

Method T:m is overridden in S. An invocation T:mm( null(S) ) would lead
to the execution of the implementation associated with S:m. In particular,
to verify properties of invocations like result:= x.T:m() one has to use the
properties of the virtual method T:m that are derived from the subtypes
and cannot rely on the implementation associated with T:m. To be able to
distinguish between a virtual method and its associated implementation, we
write T@m to refer to the implementation associated with m in T.
Most OO-languages make it possible to invoke overridden methods from
overriding methods, mostly via static binding (e.g., in C++ overridden methods can be invoked using the scope resolution operator, in Java it can be
done using the keyword super). In KOOL, implementations associated with
overridden methods can be called with the following syntax:
v :=
 This

super

this . T@m( .. )

syntax can be considered as a verbose form of the Java syntax super.m(..), because
refers to the superclass of the static type of this.

Treating Inheritance
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Such a call-statement is context-correct, if the parameter types are covariant,
if the result type of T:m is a subtype of v, if the enclosing type of the call
inherits from T, and if T:m is associated with an implementation.

Logic for KOOL

The speci cation of the object environment is as in
SKOOL. The sort AttId needs clari cation: A concrete type TC contains all
attributes being declared in TC or in a type from which TC inherits. As
overriding of attributes is possible, there may exist several di erent attributes
with the same name in TC. To avoid such ambiguities, attribute identi ers
in KOOL are not only pre xed by the concrete type (as in SKOOL), but as
well by the type the attribute is declared in. I.e., we write TC:T@a for an
attribute a that is declared in type T and belongs to objects of type TC.
KOOL distinguishes between virtual methods and method implementations. Thus, we introduce implementation annotations as a third form of
triples. Implementation annotations have the form f P g T@m(..) f Q g
where P and Q are ;pre(m) -formulas and ;post -formulas, respectively. They
may be used as assumptions in sequents. The programming logic of KOOL is
described by modifying and extending the logic presented in section 4.
In SKOOL, the prede ned implementations could be associated only with
concrete types, but KOOL provides more exibility. The prede ned implementation of equ can be used for any type and can possibly be overridden
in subtypes. Thus, we have to replace T:equ by T@equ in the axiom for equ,
where T are the types in which equ is de ned. In the axiom for new, we replace
T:new by T@new, but T may only range over concrete types. The prede ned
implementations of the access methods for an attribute a declared in type T
can operate on all objects of concrete types TC with TC v T . Abbreviating
loc (this; TC:T@a) by this:TC:T@a, we get:
` f prec (this; TC) ^ TC v T ^ P[$(this:TC:T@a)=result] g T@get a():TR f P g
` f prec (this; TC) ^ TC v T ^ P[$hthis:TC:T@a := pi=$] g T@set a(p:TR) f P g
These axioms enable overriding and dynamic binding of attribute access methods. In Java and C++, attributes are statically bound. We didn't use this semantics for KOOL since it leads to more rules. On the other hand, such rules
become simpler, at least if inheritance and subtyping are strongly connected
as e.g. in Java and C++.
The two rules given in section 4 for the invocation-statement hold the same
way for the call-statement with method implementations instead of virtual
methods. We show here the call-rule:
call-rule:
A ` f P g T@m(p1; : : : ; pz ) f Q g
A ` f P[E1 =p1 ; : : : ; Ez =pz ] g v := this .T@m(E1 ; : : : ; Ez ) f Q[v=result] g
We also use a similar adaptation of the var-rule. An implementation S@m is
either de ned in S or inherited from a type T. In the rst case, properties of
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S@m can be proved by the adapted implementation-rule, which is obtained
from the rule for SKOOL by substituting T@m for T:m. In the second case,
the properties of S@m are derived from those of T@m by the inheritancerule, given below. Finally, we have to relate properties of implementations to
properties of virtual methods. This can be done in concrete types where the
behavior of virtual methods is de ned by the associated implementation:
concrete-type-rule:
inheritance-rule:
A ` f P g T@m f Q g
A ` f P g T@m f Q g
A ` f P g S@m f Q g
A ` f P g T:m f Q g
if S@m is inherited from T.

if T is a concrete type.

7 CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented logical foundations for the essential OO-language
features: abstract types, multiple-subtyping, single-inheritance, and dynamic
binding. We have shown how object environments can be formalized as rstorder values. Based on this foundation, we presented a Hoare-style programming logic that allows one to prove properties of OO-programs. In particular,
we discussed how subtyping, inheritance, and abstract types can be handled.
Our logic can be used for verifying OO-programs. This requires speci cations of program properties, which are usually given as pre- and postconditions
of methods, and as class invariants. [PH97] shows how such speci cations can
be transformed into triples of the logic and thus be veri ed.
We validated the logic by simulating dynamic binding via dispatching in
pseudo-code. A formal validation against a complete operational semantics of
the programming language would be desirable, in particular, if logics using
these techniques are to be applied to realistic size languages like Java.
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APPENDIX 1 SUMMARY OF PROGRAMMING LOGIC
In addition to the axioms and rules described in the sections above, the programming logic consists of the usual rules for if, while, sequential statements,
strengthening/weakening of pre-/postconditions, and the following languageindependent axioms and rules:
assumpt-axiom:
A`A

false-axiom:

assumpt-intro-rule:
A`A
A0 ; A ` A

assumpt-elim-rule:
A ` A0
A0 ; A ` A
A`A

conjunct-rule:
A ` f P1 g COMP f Q1 g
A ` f P2 g COMP f Q2 g
A ` f P1 ^ P2 g COMP f Q1 ^ Q2 g

disjunct-rule:
A ` f P1 g COMP f Q1 g
A ` f P2 g COMP f Q2 g
A ` f P1 _ P2 g COMP f Q1 _ Q2 g

` f FALSE g COMP f FALSE g
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inv-rule:
A ` f P g COMP f Q g
A ` f P ^ R g COMP f Q ^ R g
where R is a -formula, i.e. does
not contain program variables.

subst-rule:
A ` f P g COMP f Q g
A ` f P[t=Z ] g COMP f Q[t=Z ] g
where Z is an arbitrary logical
variable and t a -term.

all-rule:
A ` f P[Y=Z ] g COMP f Q g
A ` f P[Y=Z ] g COMP f 8Z : Q g
where Z , Y are arbitrary, but
distinct logical variables.

ex-rule:
A ` f P g COMP f Q[Y=Z ] g
A ` f 9Z : P g COMP f Q[Y=Z ] g
where Z , Y are arbitrary, but
distinct logical variables.
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